Stucco per fuga

filler for tile joint

rev. 03 del 30.09.2016

CODE 3010 - 3011 - 3012 - 3013 - 3014 - 3018

COLOUR

White or Coloured

PACKAGING

Sacks kg 5 and kg 25

STORAGE

12 months in its original packaging on wood pallet far from
humidity

CHARACTERISTICS

APPLICATION PROCEDURE

Sealant for tile joints in powder cement-base,
monocomponent, waterproof, excellent bonding, excellent
stability at UV rays, frost-proof.

SURFACES PREPARATION
For materials which have a porous surface like the cotto for
example, it is necessary a previous adequate wax coating,
being careful in not involving also the joints. The joints to fill
have to be clean and completely free from glue or mortar for
the entire thickness.

APPLICATION FIELDS

APPLICATION
Mix the product in powder with clean water, with a mixer
at low number of rotations, respecting the ratio suggested,
until you obtain a homogeneous lump free paste. Consider
that the dough for the filler of the tile joint can be fluider than
the dough for the walls filler. Apply the product into the joints
free from glue or mortar with a rubber trowel or brooming
machine, taking care of filling well the joints.Proceed with
the cleaning by means of sponge in transversal direction of
the joints. In case of using the product adding the latex (Top
latex), dilute with water in ratio 1:2, and add the powder to
the solution until you obtain a dough homogeneous.

Filler F: for joints up to 4 mm
Filler G: for joints from 4 to 20 mm
Filler for: ceramic tiles, natural stones, mosaics, cotto tiles,
marble, crushed marble, on glass-cement walls.
In particular conditions of frequent washing or of particular
flexibility, it is suggested to mix the product with latex TOP
LATEX.
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CONSUMPTION PER MM WIDTH
JOINTS UP TO 4 MM (TYPE F)
Tile Size

10x10

15x15

15x30
20x20

20x30

30x30

40x40

50x50

0,2

0,15

0,13

0,12

0,10

0,05

0,04

10x10

15x15

20x20

30x30

40x40

0,22

0,20

0,15

0,10

0,06

Consumption
kg/mq
Stuccatura delle fughe

JOINTS UP FROM 4 MM (TYPE G)
Tile Size
Consumption
kg/mq

PLACING CHARACTERISTICS
Ratio for the mixture

6,5 lt water for 25 kg filler

Mixture specific weight

1,87 g/cm2 – 2,00 g/cm2

Pot Life

120 min

Application Temperature

from +5 a + 30°C

Ready for traffic

after 24 hours

Time to final hardening

15 days

NOTE: : time calculated at a temperature of 23°C. Lower temperature lenghtens it, higher
temperature reduces it.

WARNINGS
Do not apply the product on frozen supports.
In case of top latex addition, proceed with the grouting for little surfaces and do immediately
the final cleaning.

ITEM SPECIFICATION
Sealant for floorings and claddings joints 0-4 mm (type F) or 4-20 mm (type G), with sealant in
powder cement-base. Filler for tile joints (type F or G) of Plastimur s.r.l., waterproofer, steady at
UV rays. It can be kneaded with clean water only or with top latex diluted in water for particular
works.
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